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Manual French Fry cutter permits you to cut potatoes, wedge fries, cut fries by the cutters like Thunder Group, Winco, New Star French Fry Cutters, Weston, etc. Shop from the world's largest selection and best deals for Weston French Fry Cutter. Shop with confidence on eBay! Slice the potato into uniform half-inch thick fries. A Weston French Fry Cutter makes this job easy. Place the sliced potatoes into a colander, and rinse well.

The best french fry cutter makes it all possible to enjoy a scrumptious french fry The Weston French Fry Cutter offers much more flexibility compared to the first Manual french fry cutters are ideal for personal or home use while automatic. You'll love the French Fry Express Cutter at Wayfair - Great Deals on all Kitchen & Tabletop products with Easy to use, this cutter requires manual operations. These fry cutters make it easy to create homemade french fries that you — and the kids — are sure to love.